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ABSTRACT
During blood flow evaluation in young children, assessment of subtle blood flow is limited by motion artefacts when using
conventional US blood flow methods (color Doppler imaging, power Doppler imaging, and advanced dynamic flow), in
particular for evaluation of respiratory fluctuating organs or in restless non-sedated children. In the conventional methods,
a wall filter is usually employed to remove motion artifacts, which resulting in reduction not only of motion artifacts but
also of low velocity flow components. In contrast, Superb Microvascular Imaging (SMI) provides excellent blood flow images because it uses a new adaptive algorithm that effectively separates blood flow signals from overlying tissue motion
artifacts. The algorithm removes only motion artifacts while preserving low velocity blood blow components without sacri-

Attention should be paid to the pitfall, that high velocity blood flow signals might be overlooked on SMI. Because SMI is
specifically adjusted to demonstrate low velocity blood flow signals in the manufacturer default, high velocity blood flow
signals are relatively weak and might be overlooked. Therefore, the combination of both conventional methods and SMI is
highly recommended in evaluation of blood flow in clinical application. In conclusion, SMI is particularly useful in evaluation of non-sedated children.
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INTRODUCTION
Superb Microvascular Imaging (SMI) is a novel sonography technique for detecting subtle vascular blood flow.
Until recently, conventional color Doppler imaging (CDI),
power Doppler imaging (PDI), and advanced dynamic
flow (ADF) have been widely used to demonstrate tissue
vascularity. These methods are very useful to detect hypervascular blood flow of lesions such as malignant tumors, metastatic or inflammatory lymph nodes, or vascu-

effectively separates flow signals from overlying motion
artifacts, and provides high quality vascular image not
only in lesions with subtle blood flow but also in mobile
organs in non-sedated children. Because SMI is a recently developed technique, its application to children
has not yet been well documented. Here, we demonstrate some clinical examples of SMI in various diseases
of children, and discuss its advantages and pitfalls in
clinical setting.

lar malformations. However, they could not be applied
to evaluation of small vessel or low velocity blood flow
in conditions such as normal and undescended testes in
young children [1]. However, these conventional techniques have limitations in demonstrating vascularity in
moving tissues because they are vulnerable to motion
artifacts. Therefore, US vascular or blood flow evaluation
has been difficult in young children who cannot stay still.
SMI is characterized by a novel intelligent algorithm that
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ficing high resolution and high frame-rate image quality.
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CASE PRESENTATION
Figure 1: adnexal vessels in
ovarian torsion
(a) CDI: a round structure
adjacent to the urinary bladder and the uterus shows
decreased

blood

flow.

(b)

cSMI: Intralesional vascularity
is

significantly

compared

a

b

with

decreased
favorable

visualization of the surrounding adnexal vessels (arrow).

Right ovarian torsion. UB: urinary bladder, OV: ovary

An adolescent girl with acute abdominal pain was suspected to have ovarian torsion, and underwent ultrasonography. On
CDI (a), a round structure is noticed adjacent to the urinary bladder and the uterus, showing decreased intralesional blood
flow. But the origin of the lesion is difficult to confirm. On SMI (b), feeding adnexal artery is clearly demonstrated, tentatively
warranting that the lesion arises from the right ovary. Intralesional vascularity is significantly decreased compared with favorable visualization of the surrounding vessels, suggesting torsion of the right ovary. The diagnosis was confirmed on surgery.

Figure 2: ileal wall thickening in IgA vasculitis

(a) CDI: significant circumferential intestinal wall thickening of the terminal ileum
with increased blood flow.
(b) cSMI: demonstration of
small, low velocity blood
flow signal that are not discerned on CDI.

a

b

CASE 2: ileal wall thickening in a boy with IgA vasculitis [Fig 2]
A boy with IgA vasculitis (formerly Henoch-Schoenlein purpura) shows significant circumferential intestinal wall thickening of
the terminal ileum. Both CDI (a) and SMI (b) depict increased blood flow in the intestinal wall; however, SMI demonstrates
small, low velocity blood flow signal that are not discerned on CDI. Also, SMI has higher spatial resolution. Although these
intestines are peristaltic, motion artifacts are negligible.
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CASE 1: adnexal vessels in a girl suspected to have ovarian torsion [Fig 1]
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Figure 3: a thyroid nodule
(a) CDI and (b) PDI: a well-defined thyroid mass with
heterogeneous intralesional texture shows hypervascularity; however, motion and blooming artifacts are
conspicuous. These artifacts are less conspicuous on
ADF (c) and the least on SMI (d).

a

b

Small vessels are clearly depicted on SMI without
increase of motion or blooming artifacts. Adenomatous hyperplasia.

d

CASE 3: a thyroid nodule in an adolescent girl [Fig 3]
An adolescent girl with palpable anterior neck mass was suspected to have a thyroid tumor and underwent ultrasound. A
well-defined mass with heterogeneous intralesional texture is noticed in the right lobe of the thyroid gland on US. The lesion
shows hypervascularity on CDI (a) and PDI (b); however, motion and blooming artifacts are conspicuous because of neck
motion and swallowing. These artifacts are less conspicuous on ADF (c) and the least on SMI (d). Small vessels are clearly
Figure 4: hyaloid vessel in PHPV
(a) ADF: The right eye shows significant microphthalmia with echogenic vitreous content. (b) cSMI: The
hyloid vessel is clearly depicted on cSMI from the
optic nerve sheath to the posterior aspect of the lens
beyond the vitreous (arrow), but not on ADF. A diagnosis of PHPV is supported by MR (c).

a

b

PHPV: persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous

c
CASE 4: the hyaloid vessel in a newborn with persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV) [Fig 4]
A newborn with multiple anomalies underwent US for evaluation of small right orbital fossa without opening of palpebral
fissure, with a high frequency linear transducer. The right eye shows significant microphthalmia with echogenic vitreous content. The presence or absence of the hyloid vessel is difficult to confirm on ADF (a), which is the most important diagnostic
hallmark of PHPV. On SMI (b), the hyloid vessel can be clearly depicted from the optic nerve sheath to the posterior aspect
of the lens beyond the vitreous. The finding is consistent with PHPV, and MR of the orbit (c) supports the diagnosis.
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Figure 5: distal femoral epiphysis
of a newborn
(a) cSMI: small vessels are depicted penetrating from the periosteal/subperiosteal regions into
the unossified cartilage of the
distal femoral epiphysis. Excellent
visualization with higher resolution compared with MR (b).
f/s

T2WI:

fat

saturated

T2

weighted image

a

b

US (a) and MR (b) failed to define any pathologic condition in a newborn with soft tissue swelling of the leg. As incidentally
found on SMI (a), small vessels are depicted penetrating from the periosteal/subperiosteal regions into the unossified cartilage of the distal femoral epiphysis. Such visualization of the cartilaginous vascular structure has never been documented.

DISCUSSION
During blood flow evaluation in young children, conven-

blood flow signals that conventional methods have never
achieved.

tional US blood flow methods (CDI, PDI, and ADF) have

The clinical efficacy of SMI has been documented in

limitations in subtle blood flow evaluation especially in

evaluation of breast cancer [2-6], thyroid lesions [7], me-

respiratory fluctuating organs or in restless non-sedated

tastatic lymph nodes [8], and hepatobiliary diseases [9-

children. In contrast, SMI provides excellent blood flow

12] in adults; however, its application to children has

images and is significantly useful even in the aforemen-

been rarely described to date. In 2016, Karaca et al. [13]

tioned situations. The difference mainly depends on

reported comparison of SMI and CDI for evaluating chil-

processing algorithm. US Doppler signal is formed by

dren's testicular blood flow, and concludes that SMI

blood flow as a pixel-to-pixel moving material, as well as

yields more detailed vascular information in blood flow

tissue movement. Therefore, US blood flow methods

in testicles in small children than either CDI or PDI, and

have been vulnerable to motion artifacts, and require

that SMI decreases the duration of the examination at a

some reduction of motion artifacts to obtain high quality

significant level. In another article, Lee et al. [14] re-

blood flow images. To remove motion artifacts, conven-

ported that SMI can detect perfusion difference between

tional US blood flow methods use a wall filter. A wall

normal and undescended testis in young children better

filter acts as a cutter of low velocity components, result-

than PDI. In 2017, Ohno et al. [15] analyzed 56 pediatric

ing in reduction not only of motion artifacts but also of

patients

low velocity flow components. However, SMI does not

stated that SMI can aid in the diagnosis and treatment

use such a wall filter. SMI uses a new adaptive algorithm

planning

that effectively separates blood flow signals from overly-

gastrointestinal disorders. To date, we could not find any

ing tissue motion artifacts, and removes only motion

other English literature related to clinical usefulness of

artifacts while preserving low velocity blood blow com-

SMI in evaluation of children; however, we believe that

ponents. Thus, SMI is capable to visualize low velocity

SMI is expected to demonstrate more useful blood blow

with
for

hepato-gastrointestinal
pediatric

patients

disorders,
with

and

hepato-
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CASE 5: cartilage of the distal femoral epiphysis in a newborn with leg swelling [Fig 5]
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Figure 6: Loss of large vessel flow
signal
In a boy with Wilms' tumor, small
vessels (yellow square) in the normal
kidney parenchyma are clearly demonstrated on SMI (b), while they are
not clear on CDI (a). However, high

a

b

velocity blood flow signals of large
vessels (arrow) are missing on SMI.
Contrast CT (c) demonstrates large
vessels as well.

information not only in evaluation of the testis, but also

conventional methods because they would be omitted

in evaluation of other organs or pathologies in children.

by a wall filter. (3) Attention should be paid to the last

In addition to the aforementioned points, SMI has several advantages. First, SMI does not sacrifice image quality to obtain low velocity blood flow signals. It possesses
comparable or even more excellent spatial resolution
and frame rates, and less blooming artifacts compared
with conventional methods. So, it demonstrates excellent
low velocity blood flow signal in small vessels, as well as
that in large vessels. Second, it can be applied on various transducers, including high frequency (ex. 20MHz)

pitfall, that high velocity blood flow signals might be
overlooked on SMI. SMI is specifically adjusted to demonstrate low velocity blood flow signals in the manufacturer default. In this setting, low velocity blood flow signals can be clearly demonstrated; however, high velocity
blood flow signals are relatively weak and might be
overlooked [Fig 6]. Therefore, the combination of both
conventional methods and SMI is highly recommended
in evaluation of blood flow in clinical application.

convex and linear transducers. Third, two different imaging modes are available depending on the situation,
colored SMI (cSMI) and monochrome SMI (mSMI)

CONCLUSION

modes. The former demonstrates blood flow signals as

SMI provides low velocity blood flow information with an

colored signals (usually red) and provides excellent visu-

excellent high resolution and high frame-rate image, and

alization, while the latter does not have color informa-

is especially useful in evaluation of non-sedated children

tion but is more sensitive to low velocity blood flow. To

because of its invulnerability to motion artifacts.

improve visualization, the latter can be demonstrated as
a fused image with a gray-scale sonography.
Currently, SMI has a few pitfalls or points to be improved. (1) SMI can be applied on various latest transducers, but not on microconvex transducers frequently
used for a newborn. (2) In exchange for high sensitivity
to low velocity blood flow, very subtle motion artifacts
might be observed. Such artifacts are not observed on
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